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EDITORIAL

Legacies in Anxious Times: Race, Protest, Justice

Our first editorial of 2020 reflected on the profound impact that bushfires would have on Aus-
tralian society. The devastation of the bushfires has since been dwarfed by a pandemic and a
global revolt in response to the murder of George Floyd by police in the United States. The fires
and the pandemic each show that our attempts to control nature are as futile as ever, while the
Black Lives Matter protests lay bare another profound failure. Each of these events has brought
into stark reality the structures of inequality that govern our lives. This issue looks to questions
of identity in settler societies, to the history and contemporary legacies of racism embedded
within them, and to the alternatives available through multicultural identities, and through
popular democracy and protest.

Dan Tout intervenes in the prevailing dialectic through which Australia’s cultural develop-
ment is so often read: as either oriented back towards the British metropole, or resolutely
forward, as a commitment to radical nationalism. He offers an alternative perspective on
the emergence of Australian post-colonial culture. This is not in the negotiation between
old and new “homes”, but rather in the imaginative relations between the “settler” and the
“indigene” that colonisation gives rise to. Engaging with the examples of Reginald Charles
(Rex) Ingamells and the Jindyworobak poetry movement, and the “salvage linguistics” of
Theodor George Henry (Ted) Strehlow, Tout makes the case that the desire to indigenise
has problematically driven settler-colonial cultural production and fuelled the irresolvable
“settler predicament” that still structures contemporary race relations.

Gary Osmond’s account of Fijian-Australian athlete Sala Bogi highlights enduring histories
of racism in Australian sport. Bogi’s repeated exclusion from participation on the basis of his
race in late 19th and early 20th century sporting competitions was met with his persistent
resistance to these acts in striking examples of public protest. This fascinating account
brings to light the under-acknowledged refusal of people of colour in Australia’s history to
accept systemic discrimination, and it provides a historical dimension to recent high-profile
cases of racism in Australian sporting culture.

The persistent legacies of historical bigotry are central to Christopher Mayes’s article,
“White Medicine, White Ethics”. Mayes argues that, despite some recent moves to address
racism in healthcare, the history of structural institutional racism in Australia has not yet
been adequately understood. Drawing on critical race studies, Mayes shows how whiteness
has been centred as the norm in liberalism as well as in contemporary healthcare. Describing
the intellectual history of these ideas, Mayes links epistemologies of whiteness with real harm
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants in the healthcare system. In doing so, the
article presents a powerful commentary on the continuing and complex effects of institutional
racism in Australian medicine.

Viewing racism through another lens, Ashleigh Haw’s article analyses the attitudes of Aus-
tralians towards asylum seekers. Haw utilises the theoretical framework of “duelling dis-
courses”—discourses that challenge well-established attitudes and arguments—to
understand whether negative attitudes towards asylum seekers can be countered by exposure
to alternative points of view. The article applies critical discourse analysis to data drawn from
22 semi-structured interviews with Western Australian residents who espouse a range of views
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about asylum seekers, from “accepting” to “ambivalent” and “non-accepting”. Haw concludes
that counterarguments can be effective in challenging the hegemonic discourses that conceive
asylum seekers as “illegal immigrants”, “economic migrants” and “bogus refugees”.

The possibility of counter narratives is also apparent in Thomas Baudinette’s article, which
explores how young Australian consumers of Japanese and Korean popular culture think
about themselves and their identities as multicultural citizens. Baudinette’s qualitative study
reveals how these fans position themselves as “Asia literate”, and thereby demonstrate that
they have a cosmopolitan identity that marks them as different from the mainstream.
Through their consumption of both Korean and Japanese culture, they perceive themselves
as having a heightened tolerance for cultural difference and are able to challenge dominant
monocultural understandings of Asia in Australia. Baudinette’s work is thus able to expand
and enrich our understanding of Australia’s engagement with Asia.

Paula Jane Byrne’s article takes us into the rough and rowdy jury trials of Maitland in New
South Wales. This fascinating study demonstrates a political culture more demonstratively
lively than deferential. Juries in the Maitland circuit of the Supreme Court often clashed
with judges in what Byrne convincingly describes as the product of the “democratic impulses”
of mid-19th-century NSW. Contradictory and argumentative, juries held significant sway in
the determination of law. They frequently interrupted proceedings, ignored direction, made
decisions based on “common sense” rather than legal argument and, on occasion, even
forced judges to stop talking. As the criminal courts “formed part of the frontier”, their para-
doxical nature highlights the complexities of the law and tells us much about the early settler
political culture of country NSW.

The political culture of country NSW, albeit more than a century later, is also the focus of
Jackie Dickenson’s article, “Paranoia and the Far Right in 1970s Rural New SouthWales”. Cen-
tring on the small town of Coonabarabran in the state’s central west, Dickenson investigates
the veracity of allegations made by a local woman to Lionel Murphy that the “town was in
the grip of a fascist conspiracy”. This conspiracy, in which the town’s well-to-do formed its
principal protagonists, involved a widespread underground movement of the far right,
which spread the anti-Semitic diatribe of the League of Rights around the district and purport-
edly culminated in the murder of a local man. Dickenson’s absorbing study untangles these
allegations and, in the process, highlights the fears and paranoia of rural Australia at the
end of the long boom.

These generalised anxieties are also evident in Hannah Viney’s article, which considers the
Australian Women’s Weekly of the 1950s, in particular how the magazine, the popular face of
femininity, entered the masculinised domain of Cold War politics. Developing an analytical
framework to consider the Weekly’s “feminised politics”, Viney explores how the magazine
drew on and extended mainstream notions of womanhood in its coverage of global events
to encourage readers’ active participation in Cold War political discourses. Such framing,
she argues, was not an editorial attempt to reinforce rigid gender roles in the wake of the rup-
tures caused by the Second World War; rather, the Weekly’s “feminised” Cold War features
reveal the magazine’s commitment to both alleviating readers’ anxieties about women’s
expanding presence outside the home and including those still expected to reside in the dom-
estic sphere within an expanded discursive arena.

Lastly, Aidan Ricketts’s study of the Bentley blockade in northern New South Wales pro-
vides a timely case study for police–protestor liaison in large-scale demonstrations. The
2014 Bentley blockade was a hugely successful campaign that creatively and constructively
drew a community together to prevent the exploration of coal seam gas in the Northern
Rivers district. The blockaders and the police who responded to them narrowly avoided a
violent confrontation, with the NSW Police Force planning for the “biggest public order
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exercise… in its history”. Ricketts’s thought-provoking account—told as participant-observer
—examines how both protestors and police responded to this crisis and, in the process, out-
lines the ways in which open and sustained dialogue played a role in ensuring a peaceful
resolution.

As always, we hope that you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed pulling it
together. It is the last for our outgoing editors, Maggie Nolan and Julie Kimber, after
several years in this role, and they thank the journal’s editorial board and especially the edi-
torial committee—Carolyn Holbrook, James Keating and Tom Rogers, and the journal’s won-
derful manager, Amber Gwynne—for their support and commitment. Editing JAS has been a
labour of love over a number of years, and they have felt privileged to shepherd so much orig-
inal and thoughtful scholarship to publication. In handing over to new editors, Emily Potter
and Brigid Magner, they know that the journal is in the best hands.
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